
To:   United States – China Economic Security and Review Commission 
 
From:  Gregory Kulacki, Senior Analyst, China Project Manager, Union of 

Concerned Scientists, and  
Joan Johnson-Freese, Chair, National Security Decision-Making 
Department, U.S. Naval War College 

 
Re:   Factual Errors in May 20, 2008 Written Statement from Ashley Tellis 
 
On May 20, 2008, Mr. Ashley Tellis provided testimony to the Commission on China's 
Space program. Given the importance of the Commission having as accurate an 
understanding of these issues as possible, we are writing to correct three significant 
factual errors in Mr. Tellis's testimony. 
 
The first factual error is contained on page three of his testimony, where Mr. Tellis 
states that “a now-civilianized Commission on Science, Technology, and Industry for 
National Defense (COSTIND) sits at the apex of the Chinese defense-industrial 
complex”. 
 
COSTIND was officially dissolved on March 11, 2008. The change was announced 
during the First Plenary Session of the 11th National People’s Congress (NPC) as part 
of a series of structural reforms that were widely reported in the Chinese press. In a 
statement discussing the reforms, Hua Jianmin, State Councilor and Vice General 
Secretary of China 's State Council, noted that COSTIND “would not be preserved” 
because it is "not beneficial to the coordinated development of industry". The 
consequences of the reforms for the Chinese aerospace sector should become clearer 
over the next several months. Hu’s statement, and more commentary on the reforms 
enacted by the NPC, can be found at a special section of the People’s Daily Website:  
 
http://theory.people.com.cn/GB/40557/117321/index.html . 

 
The second factual error is on page six of his testimony, where Mr. Tellis refers to 
“the recent demonstration of a mobile launch capability exemplified by the Pioneer 
rocket”.  
 
There has not been a successful launch of a Pioneer rocket. The first launch in 2002 
and the second launch in 2003 both failed, and the program returned to the research 
and development phase. The history of the Pioneer program and the reasons for the 
failures are detailed in several openly published papers. For your reference we have 
attached a conference paper written by Chinese solid-fueled rocket designers and 
another paper from representatives of the company that developed the rocket.  
 
The third factual error is on page seven, where Mr. Tellis states that “Beijing still 
appears to lack a dedicated data relay satellite”.  
 
China launched its first dedicated data relay satellite, Tianlian 1, on April 25, 2008. 
After several maneuvers it was successfully placed in its final orbit on May 1, nearly 
three weeks prior to Mr. Tellis’s testimony. Both events were widely reported in the 
Chinese press, including prominent broadcasts on CCTV, China’s national television 
network. Links to the broadcasts are available on the CCTV website at: 
 
http://vsearch.cctv.com/play_plgs.php?ref=CCTVNEWS_20080426_6178580 
http://vsearch.cctv.com/play_plgs.php?ref=tvprogcctv_20080501_6243288 



Gu Kegang
Text Box
            Tentative Ideas for the Development of Our Country's Solid Carrier Technology                              Gan Shaosong, Huang Zuyin, Ye Dingyou, Gao BoChina Aerospace Science & Technology Corporation: Fourth Academy Design Dept., Xian 710025





GKulacki
Sticky Note
Here they say their air launched slv program is "just getting started" 



GKulacki
Rectangle

GKulacki
Sticky Note
In this section they state that "with the exception of the as yet unsuccessful Kaituozhe, for a variety of reasons, we are fundamentally without a ground-based solid-fueled carrier rocket capability".That's a pretty strong indication that as of 05 the KT program was still not making any progress.

GKulacki
Sticky Note
Here they mention that the 4th Bureau has the history with solid-fueled propulsion that they are energetically conducting research, and that they have a few proposals for ground-based solid-fueled carrier rockets







Gu Kegang
Note
First sentence notes demand for "small scale capital investment launch vehicles" brought on by ^current developemt of microsats" and "increasing market demand" for those sats.

Gu Kegang
Note
This paragraph notes founding of company, based on KT foundation, and focus on meeting market demands stated above. Closes with comment on "energetic preparations for a second test" that are "currently underway".

Gu Kegang
Note
NOtes their company's reserach institute is formerly the 6th institute and that they were the ones who developed China's largest sat kick motor, the EPKM.

Gu Kegang
Note
Notes KT-1 developed in 18 months based on existing technology.

Gu Kegang
Note
This paragraph notes failure of first test, and consequences: lengthening of development time, need for more investment, rise in insurance costs, difficulty of simultaneously developing multiple models.

Gu Kegang
Note
This paragraph sets new corporate goal of being able to put 300kg in 800km orbit by 2020, and sets out a "4-step strategy" for realizing this goal

Gu Kegang
Note
Notes difficulty for rocket development of shifting from meeting military's needs to anticipating market needs.

Gu Kegang
Text Box
Title Research on the Development Program and Implementation Tactics of the "Kaituozhe" Solid (Fueled) Carrier RocketAuthor: Shi Fashu



Gu Kegang
Note
Here's a key paragraph, noting existence of missiles with large solid rocket motors, the need for the company to open its thinking to accommodate the realization that "large scale investments from the military in this technology are not very likely"



Gu Kegang
Note
Notes KT1 did not have government approval or support, but was their own corporate capital and initiative.



Gu Kegang
Note
Notes military market, pressures from US and Russia for "rapid launch" of small sats, and argues this is something the company should consider.

Gu Kegang
Note
Summarizes, notes need for "multiple channels" of investment, military and commercial/




